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Cooking master boy cantonese dub

February 2, 2012 Feb 9, 2012 Thank you so much! February 12, 2012 Episode 10 doesn't seem to work (tried for 2 days now). It says the time time after you click download. Well done on sharing, thought it was interesting that it has both Japanese and Cantonese Audio. What I find strange about RIP DVD is subtitles, it
was done on the forum (it says halfway in the video). It's weird because usually it doesn't cost you that/give credit. February 12, 2012 Episode 10 doesn't seem to work (tried for 2 days now). It says the time time after you click download. Well done on sharing, thought it was interesting that it has both Japanese and
Cantonese Audio. What I find strange about RIP DVD is subtitles, it was done on the forum (it says halfway in the video). It's weird because usually it doesn't cost you that/give credit. I decided to see myself and download episode 10 and it seems to work just fine. I even finish downloading the file too. It could be your
connection. This series also had tangerine audio too, but I decided to take it out and just leave Japanese and Cantonese February 13, 2012 You're right, it's my nonsense internet connection. After resetting the router and even connecting the cable, it was so slow (100 KB/s). Thanks for the upload. I already have a whole
series subbed by [the name of the forum], but the quality is not as clear as your DVD rip. I decided to see myself and download episode 10 and it seems to work just fine. I even finish downloading the file too. It could be your connection. This series also had tangerine audio too, but I decided to take it out and just leave
the Japanese and Cantonese February 14, 2012 Apr 7, 2012 Do you have a Chinese Cantonese version? On April 9, 2012, I don't think so. only Japanese i hv tried Apr 9, 2012 Which movie player do you use? There are two players that I recommend to use. VLC or KMPlayer. But I recommend you use VLC because it
will be easier for you. Go here and download VLC 1. install the software. 2. When the installation is complete, go to the movie folder where you save the movie file. Double-click the movie, but make sure VLC is your default player. The Player starts playing the movie. There is a menu at the top of the player, look at audio
and as an audio track and select the audio track you want and your done. April 10, 2012 reupped another version of 3 audio. April 11, 2012 I'm not sure what's going on, the file may not be available at the moment because they perform maintenance on jumbofiles that disable jumbofiles upload, which I won't be able to
upload anything until later today. If the file still doesn't work when Jumbofiles is done with there maintenance processes, I'll re-upload episode 9. April 12, 2012 I'm not sure what's going on, the file may not be available at the moment because they perform maintenance on jumbofiles that disable jumbofiles upload, which I
won't be able to upload anything until later today. If the file is does not work when Jumbofiles is done with there maintenance processes, I will re-upload episode 9. The same goes for EP 7 and 10. I waited 1 day and it still says server maintenance and try again in 3 hours. I have only downloaded up to EP 6 April 12,
2012 Same with EP 7 and 10. I waited 1 day and it still says server maintenance and try again in 3 hours. I have only downloaded up to ep 6 I just checked and episodes 7 and 10 work just fine. Its the only episode 9 that no one can download. I can't re-upload any episodes as of now. Jumbofiles is still under
surveillance, which will disable upload. I'll re-upload episodes once jumbofiles re-lets upload there. April 12, 2012 I just checked and episodes 7 and 10 work just fine. Its the only episode 9 that no one can download. I can't re-upload any episodes as of now. Jumbofiles is still under surveillance, which will disable upload.
I'll re-upload episodes once jumbofiles re-lets upload there. Now it works. Thank you for your reply Ep 9 seems to be deleted, but I think you did it. April 15, 2012 Server maintenance and wait 3 hours for EP 9 (JumboFiles). I've already waited 1 day and still the same, but see if it works tomorrow =) Page 2 April 15, 2012
Server maintenance and wait 3 hours for EP 9 (JumboFiles). I already waited 1 day and still the same, but see if it works tomorrow =) Yeah it seems to have another server maintenance again. heck I hope they don't delete this file again. If you delete this file again, I may need to archive it with winrar and change the
name. The second time they focus on episode 9 of this series. April 15, 2012 Yeah seems to have another server maintenance again. heck I hope they don't delete this file again. If you delete this file again, I may need to archive it with winrar and change the name. The second time they focus on episode 9 of this series.
It seems to be only EP 9, which has a small problem, as before. I just hope it will work again, and as you said, it could be better archived =) Edited: Still not working =( April 26, 2012 thanks for sharing ASIANKIDREMIX Apr 27, 2012 Episode 9 was re-upload. I archive the file with WinRAR and rename the archive. So lets
hope it doesn't get deleted this time. Enjoy. April 27, 2012 Best DL EP9 Fast!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! If it goes down, I doubt it will be reuploaded again. Thanks and take your time. I'm not in a hurry and maybe I'm the only one who needs EP 9 from JumboFiles =] Thanks again for recording this series. 25.s.5.2012
someone has only canto version? Chūka Ichiban! Cover art for the first volume of Chūka Ichiban! manga released by Kodansha啦華啦番! (Chuuka Ichiban) GenreCooking[1][2] MangaWritten byEtsushi OgawaPublished byKodanshaMagazineWeekly Shōnen MagazineDemographicShōnenOriginal runOctober 11, 1995 -
May 19, 1999Volumes17 Anime TV seriesEditmasami AnnoProduced byShunichi KosaoMadoka Takiyama (Fuji TV)Music byMichihiko AnimationOriginal networkFuji TVOriginal run April 27, 1997 – September 13, 1998Episodes52 MangaChūka Ichiban! KiwamiWritten byEtsushi OgawaPublished
byKodanshaMagazineMagazine PocketDemographicShōnenOriginal runNovember 10, 2017 – presentVolumes8 Anime TV seriesTrue Cooking Master BoyDirected byItsuro KawasakiWritten byItsuro KawasakiMusic byJun IchikawaStudioProduction I.GLicensed byCrunchyrollOriginal NetworkMBS, TBS, BS-TBS, Tokyo
MX, BS-NTVOriginal run October 11, 2019 - presentEpisodes12 (List of episodes) Anime and manga portal Chūka Ichiban! (啦華啦番!, Featured in Chinese (food)) [and] is a Japanese manga series written and illustrated by Etsushi Ogawa. It was serialized in Kodansha Shōnen Magazine from October 1995 to May
1999. From 1995 to 1996 was serialized as Chūka Ichiban!, however, during serialization, the character '真' was added, so from 1997 to 1999, it was serialized as Shin Chūka Ichiban! (真 ‧啦華啦番!, True ver. - Best in Chinese (food)!). [b] The story is aimed at a boy whose goal is to become the best chef he could be.
Anime TV series adaptation of Nippon Animations aired on Fuji TV from April 1997 to September 1998. In some other countries, the anime adaptation was also called Cooking Master Boy. In November 2017, Ogawa began a sequel called Chūka Ichiban! Kiwami, published in the journal Kodansha Pocket app. Anime TV
series adaptation of Shin Chūka Ichiban!, or True Cooking Master Boy, produced by Production I.G, aired from October to December 2019. The sequel is due to premiere in January 2021. The Set of The Story takes place in the 19th century. It is also during a fictional era called The Era of Cooking Wars. It was an era in
which top chefs with different cooking styles tried their best to improve their skills and become the best chef in China. It's a country where insulting a high-grade chef or lying around with cooking could land a person in jail, and impersonating a top-chef is as good as usurpation authority. Chefs compete with each other to
earn respect and even power, but also with the risk of losing everything. In manga, the country of China is divided into four main regions: Beijing, Szechuan, Shanghai and Guangdong. The story after the death of Mao's mother, Pai, who was called the 'goddess of cuisine', Mao becomes a Super Chef to take the title as
master chef of his mother's restaurant. However, as his mother's place as Master Chef, he continues to travel China to learn more about the many ways of cooking, in the hope of becoming a legendary chef as well as his mother. During his trip, he meets great friends and fierce opponents who want to challenge him in
the field of cooking. Underground Cooking Society Underground Cooking Society, also known as the Dark Cooking Society, is an organised group that aims to control all China through the cooking field. Although they already have a strong influence across the country, they are still searching for all eight legendary
kitchenware to gain absolute power. They're doing anything to win and wipe out those who will be in their way. When they see a great chef who can become a threat to their master plan, or if a chef beats one of them, they will continue to send chefs to challenge that person until they lose. Their training is very rigorous
and cruel, and most interns do not survive and often kidnap young children and forcibly disconnect from their families through murder. To start a chef whose workout survived, they would sometimes scar that person's face and/or body. Once it is put into the organization, there is no going back and trying to escape is
suicidal. Those who fail the task for the organization encounter a terrible end. Underground members are branded with the organization's brand. They also have powerful skills called Dark Cooking Techniques, known only by members of the organization or those that attack. They are the most feared organization in all of
China. Legendary kitchenware In ancient times a meteorite fell from the sky and was first found by Master Chef Shui Lei. Shui crafted eight kitchen utensils from the meteorite. Not only were those eight high-class cooking tools, but they also had mystical effects on the foods they were used for. The eight kitchen utensils
were so strong that Master Chef Shui Lei had to store them in eight different places of China so people wouldn't have to fight for them. Legendary kitchenware has tremendous power, whether they are used by good or evil. If they are used good, they can bring great results that would make people happy. If they are used
evil, they can have destructive powers that could devastate the whole of China. Also, if legendary kitchenware is used for anything other than cooking (i.e. killing), its mystical powers would shrink. Listed Legendary KitchenWare: An ever-Soul knife stored in a Big Angelic temple for several generations until Mao became a
worthy successor. Not only Mao but also Leon has been found to be worthy as well. Although it had been stored in the temple for so long without anyone touching it, there was no sign of rust on the knife when it was brought out. When choosing his successor, the brand of dragon appears on the blade when it is held by
the chosen chef. He has the ability to make every meal he eats, fresh, even if it has passed the expiration date. Unfortunately, after an unsuccessful attempt to steal it, a member of the underground, stabbed with it causing the knife to lose its capabilities. After Mao's final battle against Fei, the knife gained its powers in
order to save Fei. Coiled Dragon Pot First to be found by Mao and his group after they went on their way to find the legendary kitchenware. After compiling two pieces map, they found that it was hidden near the edge of Shanghai. Unlike the Ever-Soul knife, the coiled Dragon Pot was found in a place with no carers or
even a temple. He was found in a secret space behind a statue of the Kitchen God. At first it appeared to be a rusted pot until Mao touched it. As a chosen successor, Mao was able to turn it back into its original form. Coiled Dragon Pot has the power to speed up the fermentation process at amazing speed. Holy
Copperware Found in Jiu Hua Mountains. Originally it was excavated from the farmland of Jiu Hua many years ago. Unaware of the mystical abilities she had, the traders decided to melt it down so that it could turn into replacement tools. However, as it might be melted down, the fraudster, Wong Seiyo, bought from
them. Since it saved him from meltdown, Holy Copperware has decided to let him be able to use mystical powers, even if he was not a worthy successor. Using his powers, Seiyo decided to use the people of Jiu Hua using the legends of the land to make people believe he was a god. When Mao arrived, he stopped
Seiyo's plan to make people believe in his homeland again, and found another legendary kitchenware. Holy Copperware has the power to immediately soften dried ingredients such as dried auš (which would usually take three or more days to get a win in the league). Characters Main characters Liu Mao Xing (劉昴啦)
(Chinese: 劉昴啦啦; pinyin: Liu Moxīng) Voiced by: Mayumi Tanaka (1997 anime),[3] Natsumi Fujiwara (2019 anime)[4] 13-year-old boy. Mao basically grew up in the kitchen and watched his mother cook in his restaurant. Thanks to this, he grew up learning his mother's cooking skills and also ended up with the same
love of cooking that his mother had. Although, even though he had such knowledge, Mao didn't cook much, and everyone thought of him as a kid who was just playing and who couldn't even cook. It was only when his mother's restaurant was threatened that he decided to cook. To everyone's surprise, Mao was a brilliant
cook. When I see his talent, General Lee sends him on a journey to become a Super Chef. Eventually, Mao becomes the youngest Super Chef in history and decides to travel the country even more so he can learn more about cooking techniques. While he doesn't have much experience, Mao has the pride of a truly
experienced chef and after learning from his mother that the chef's goal is to create a dish that makes people happy, always put their customers' needs first and is always able to make creative food that very much meets them. Along with his curiosity in wanting to learn more about cooking, Mao also has unique taste
buds; they have the ability to remember every food they eat and its ingredients, could even identify or name all the ingredients in the food they currently eat. These qualities make Mao a strong opponent on the cooking field. Mei Li (梅丽) 周梅丽; pinyin: Zhōu Méilì) Voiced by: Satsuki Yukino (1997 anime),[3] Ai Kayano
(2019 anime)[4] 16-year-old daughter of Chouyu. She was originally an assistant at Yang Spring restaurant. She fell in love with Mao after seeing how much she loves cooking and how she also cares about others. She only knows a thing or two about the cooking field, but she is helpful when it comes to small facts and
often tries to help Mao with various other things. After discovering that Mao was leaving Yang Spring Restaurant to travel China, she was heartbroken because she thought she could live life with him. She eventually decided and decided to also leave the restaurant in order to travel with him (In manga, she did not
accompany Mao in his journey through China). Mei often gets into an argument with Shira and always ends up smacking or hitting him. She also gets very jealous every time another woman gets close to Mao. An example of her hostility toward women that comes close to Mao is when his sister, Karin, visits him to give



their mothers cooking materials; He says Karin will never be good for Mao, that is, until he finds out that she's his sister. On another occasion, when a female chef, Anzu, finally realized how to make a singe kitchen, she kissed Mao as a sign of gratitude, but Mei Li became angry and began expressing her anger by hitting
Shira. Although, she says her number one rival for Mao's heart is his love of cooking. It's a spit-out image of her late mother, Meika. Si Lang/Shirou (郎) By Chika Sakamoto (1997 anime),[3] Yukiyo Fujii (2019 anime)[4] A 12-year-old malevolute travel companion. His mother is Japanese, which makes him half Japanese
and half Chinese. He first met Mei Li and Mao when they found him passed out, due to hunger, in the woods (In manga, he crashed into Mao after stealing food from people). He left his village when he was 10 so he could fulfill his promise to become a Super Chef. Although, during his two-year trip, he didn't become
one, so he pretended to be one when he returned to his village (which was a while before meeting Mao and Mei Li). He was soon found out when a cooking clerk said his Super Chef badge was fake. After discovering that Mao was a Super Chef, he made himself Mao's apprentice and decided to travel with him. He often
irritates Mei Li and constantly grabs her breasts, resulting in her being constantly hit by her. He may not be a cooking genius, but he knows more about cooking than Mei Li and is just a little average in cooking. Shirou often gets into trouble and also causes problems for other members of the group. Later he will become a
chef-in-training at Yang Spring Restaurant. Xie Lu (鲁) By Hiroshi Yanaka (1997 anime),[3] Yuichi Nakamura (2019 anime)[4] A Dim Sum master from San Sei. He is also called Steel Employees Xie. He is in his twenties and is considered the youngest Dim Sum Master. It always carries with it heavy steel personnel,
which uses as a weapon and kitchen utensils. Several yellow stars are engraved at the end of the staff, meaning a number of Super Cooks have beaten them. After Mao's call for a cooking battle, he engraved the black star on his staff because he had lost. One day, he hopes to replace that black star with yellow. Xie Lu
is considered a nomad; Often he meets Mao and his friends during their trip. From a young age, he traveled around China to learn more about cooking. He has a very optimistic view of life and often scolds Shirou (He has had the wrong impression shirou ever since Shirou unwiedly made him a bad plate of food). Xie Lu
is very athletic and also happens to be good at maths. He later travels with Mao and others in search of legendary kitchenware. His name is Ji Long. Lei En/Leon (雷恩) By Nobutoshi Hayashi (1997 anime),[3] Tomokazu Sugita (2019 anime)[4] Leon was originally introduced as a member of the Dark Cookery Society; He
is known for using seafood as the essential ingredients for his dishes and can prepare them to their maximum potential thanks to their excellent knives and skills to control them. He first appeared at Yang Spring Restaurant demanding that Ruoh give him one of the legendary kitchenware that he says he is entitled to.
Ruoh then said he had to fight Mao to find a real successor to the dishes. The battle was won by Mao and Leon soon revealed everything to him after realizing that he still loves cooking, and like Mao, Leon is also the successor to the Ever-Soul Knife. Leon revealed he betrayed and fled the Dark Cooking Society after
realizing what organizations they are. It turns out that young Leon was the chef for Yang Spring Restaurant a few years ago. Like Mao, Leon was a natural genius in cooking, having learned and understood almost everything Chouryuu had to teach him in just one month. He was also a kind child; he doesn't want to kill
animals, but when he does, he places a red paper talisman on a dead animal and prays for it. Since he wanted to learn more about cooking, he left the restaurant and ventured all over China. During his travels, he began to grow a strong urge to become a better cook, but when he could not find any more suitable things
to learn, he decided to join the Dark Cooking Society to learn their Dark Cooking techniques. While underground, his knife skills evolved to an unattainable level. Damaged by the organization, he became even more obsessed with becoming the best chef. He searched for Luo Xie, the best knife fake in China, and let him
create the best knives. Luo Xie called his creation a Seven-Star knife, the best knife set in all of China. At the top of the cliff, when Luo Xie said that one day he would create a better set, Leon was enraged, and in a fit of rage, stabbed him in the abdomen, causing him to fall. This traumatized Leon and began to do things
right at this point. He's the only one who owns the coveted seven-star knives. Although, in an episode of The True Owner of the Seven-Star Knives, he meets an underground female chef, Shan An, who has duplicates. He travels with Mao acquiring legendary kitchenware to prevent the Dark Cooking Society from owning
them. Tang San Jie (唐杰) Voiced by: Daisuke Sakaguchi (first), Tetsuya Iwanaga (later) (1997 anime),[3] Nobuhiko Okamoto (2019 anime)[5] A 14-year-old chef from Shanghai who lived 4. At first he didn't like Mao, knowing that Mao would eventually take his place in the restaurant and then have to leave. He didn't like
the restaurant very much because everyone thought he was a lazy chef who didn't like cooking at all. It was only when Mao found him to train his cooking skills that late at night that Mao realized he liked to cook. San Jie told him that his father was a great cook, but he had extremely strict teaching methods. Because of
the stress, Sanche ended up cutting his hand and instead of worrying, his father scolded him even more for causing his mother to interfere. Since she intervened, she's finally been found guilty. Unable to withstand it anymore, San Jie fled the house and began working at yang spring restaurant. He ended up getting a
scar from the time he cut his arm and he says he has trouble cutting ingredients because every time he sees his scar, he's reminded of all those terrible events. After telling San Jie not to give up as a chef, they worked all night to come up with an idea that would persuade Zhou Yu, Vice Chef at Yang Spring, to kick San
Jie out of the restaurant. Although they succeeded, Sanche decided to return home to be with his father because he still loves him, and also to take his father's rigorous training again so he could hone his skills even more. When San Jie met Mao and his group in Shanghai, he was already a chef at his father's restaurant
and greatly improved his cooking skills, especially his knife skills. Lan Fei Hong (兰⻜鸿) By Ryotaro Okiayu (1997 anime),[3] Junya Enoki (2019 anime)[4] Handsome 16-year-old brilliant chef. Although he is considered a more knowledgeable chef than Mao, he is one chef who could be considered a real opponent of Mao
in cooking. Unlike Mao, Fei is a calm and collected chef who can always do things in an organized way. He was first introduced as one of Mao's rivals during the Super Chef tournament. Although it was an opponent who seemed to have a cool personality, he helped Mao several times during the contest. He, along with
Mao, made history when they both passed the Super Chef test at the same time. Turns out he knows about Mao's mother, and that he sees her as his savior. When he was young, his whole family was killed by the underground. The company that kidnapped him, too. He was brought to them and underwent rigorous
training to create the perfect dishes and find out who has the greatest potential to become a member of the Underground Cooking Society. He was forced to undergo agonizing training every day or face death or torture. When he escaped, he passed out outside the Kikkaro restaurant. Pai found him, treated his wounds
and fed him herbal soup that reassed his body. Before meeting her, Fei thought of cooking as this horrible thing that caused him so much pain. When he met her, he realized that cooking was something where you create dishes that would make people happy. After learning from her, he went to travel around China.
When Mao met Fei again, Fei was a chef working for the Dark Cooking Society and wanted to become the chef of Imperial Kitchen. Mao couldn't believe that Fei was a bad man and urged him to cook a battle that would be judged by the emperor himself. Mao eventually won the battle and discovered that Fei had been
manipulated by the underground. After being healed by legendary cooking dishes, Fei revealed that he had been drugged by the Dark Cooking Society, so he would turn evil and become one of their pawns when taking over China. When he found out that the organization that killed his parents and kidnapped him was the
Dark Cooking Society, he wanted revenge and infiltrated their headquarters. Unfortunately, that was when he was captured and drugged. Even though he was manipulated, his actions were still wrong. General Lee ordered Fei to protect Mao when looking for legendary kitchenware (not to make it clear he was lenient to
Fei). So Fei eventually traveled with the rest of the group. Pai (阿⻉) Voiced by: Rihoko Yoshida (1997 anime)[3] Legendary chef from Szechuan and Mao's late mother. She was a former chef at Kikkaro restaurant. Pai was called the 'Szechuan vicar', or 'The Whilst of Cuisine', and was one of the most respected chefs in
all of China. Although she didn't directly teach Mao her cooking techniques, she taught him her ideals. She taught him how to use cooking to make people happy and healthy. Pai was such a great cook that she was considered a threat to the Underground Cooking Society. In her early years as a chef, Underground would
always send chefs into battle with her, which she always won. She even made a notebook compiling all the information she had obtained from combat chefs from the Dark Cooking Society, which would include dark cooking techniques that she used against her. Mao would eventually come to have ownership of this book.
In manga, it turned out that she died of exhaustion. After her former pupil, Shouan, became Super Chef, she stole all the chefs who were cooking at her restaurant, making her do all the work on her own. Even if she died, her teachings would have lived on in her son Mao. Minor characters Zhou Yu (瑜) Voiced by: Akio
(1997),[3] Yoshimitsu Shimoyama (2019 anime)[4] Vice Chef of Yang Spring Restaurant. Zhou Yu is known to be one of the best chefs in Guangzhou. He is usually the head chef at the restaurant because Ruoh rarely cooks anymore. It has strict rules for chefs-in-training in the kitchen. Many say he has a steely heart
and barely changes his expressions, but they still respect him very much. Ruoh seems to be the only person he listens to, and is also the only person who can irritate him. He becomes Mao's master and is also Mei's father. Although he's very skilled at cooking, he's a bad fisherman. He tried to challenge Ruoh in the
fishing but just ended up irritated by Ruoh's victory. Ruoh (罗啦师) Voiced by Takkó Ishimori (1997 anime),[3] Shinpachi Tsuji (2019 anime)[4] Master Chef of Yang Spring Restaurant. Experienced, experienced and highly respected chef in Guangzhou. He may not seem like it at first glance, but he's a very well-built man
with amazing strength. He has the nickname 'Superman Chef' in Guangzhou. He uses the Devil Cow Knife (which is used to chop cows' heads in one swing, and the butcher is in another) to display his skill, 'The Skill of God', which uses his extreme strength (though, he no longer uses it too often because of his old age).
Ruoh is often seen drinking alcohol. He is also a Chouyu master and is one of four cooking elders of Guangzhou. Shao An (绍啦啦) Voiced by: Tsubasa Chioya (1997 anime),[3] Keiichi Nakagawa (2019 anime)[4] Mao's first opponent cooking. Once upon a time, Pai was the best apprentice until the accident scarred him
and she wasn't able to cook properly. After finishing, he turned rotten and returned to take over Kikkaro Restaurant. He ended up being the major contributor to Pai's death &amp; even had the gall to take his anger out on her youngest offspring. Although, after losing the cooking battle, Judge General Lee, against Mao,
was forced to permanently quit as a chef, resulting in a loss. Although, he doesn't stay away too long, later appearing to challenge Mao again, but this time as a chef for underground. After losing again to Mao, he was ready to sacrifice himself, along with others, by exploding the ship they were on. When he tried to get to
his death, Mao grabbed his hand and tried to save him. After a few words of Mao, Shouan understood his love of cooking and was able to let go of his hatred for Mao and Pai. Unfortunately, it was too late, and if Mao didn't let go of Shouan's hand, Mao would fall off with him. Having turned good again &amp; feeling he
should atone for all his terrible deeds, he saved Mao from falling with him by cutting his own hand off and falling to his death(In the anime, Shao An simply slipped from Mao's hand and fell to his death). Before he died, he also gave Mao the other half of Pai's book, which had details of the underground. Admiral Lee Hong
Yue (李鴻悦/李提督) Voiced by: Jūrōta Kosugi (1997 anime)[3] Admiral for The Chinese army. He is the Master Chef emperor of Imperial Kitchen, which makes him a highly skilled chef and basically the number one ranked chef in China. He is the one who sent Mao on his way to become Super Chef after seeing his
natural talent and infinite potential. Lee often bumps into Mao during his trip and usually gives him other assignments, hoping to make Mao a great chef. Liu Ke Lin (珂玲) By Yumi Hikita (1997 anime)[3] Mao's older sister. She works as a waitress at Kikkaro Restaurant. When her mother died, she was the one who took
care of the restaurant. Shan (シ啦啦) Voiced by: Maya Okamoto (1997 anime),[3] Yūko Kaida (2019 anime)[4] Mira (ミ) Voiced by: Aya Endó (2021 anime)[6] Juchi (ジ啦チ) Voiced by: Dais 3 Ensei (2021 anime)[7] Ensei (啦啦セ啦啦) Expressed by: Kenjiro Tsuda (2021 anime)[8] Alkan (啦啦カ啦) Expressed by: Hiroki
Yasumoto (2021 anime)[9] Media Manga Chūka Ichiban! is written and illustrated by Etsushi Ogawa. It has been serialized in Kodansha Shōnen Magazine weekly since October 11, 1995 to May 19, 1999. [10] [11] From 1995 to 1996 it was serialized as Chūka Ichiban!,[12] but during serialization the character 真 was
added, so from 1997 to 1999 it was serialized as Shin Chūka Ichiban! (真 ‧啦華啦番!, True ver. - Best in Chinese (food)!). [13] [14] Copenhagen compiled the first part into five volumes of tankóbon published between 14.[15] [16] The second part was compiled into twelve volumes of tankóbon published between 14. [17]
[18] Ogawa began a sequel called Chūka Ichiban! Kiwami (啦華啦番!極), published in the magazine Kodansha Pocket app from November 10, 2017. [19] [20] Kodansha compiled its chapters into individual volumes of tankóbon. The first volume was published on 9 April 2018. [20] Eight volumes have been published
since 9 November 2020. [21] Anime 1997 series Anime TV series adaptation of Nippon Animation aired on Fuji TV from April 27, 1997 to September 13, 1998. [3] 2019 Series In 2019 it was announced that Shin Chūka Ichiban!, or True Cooking Master Boy manga will receive an anime TV series adaptation produced by
Production I.G. It is directed and written by Itsuro Kawasaki, with characters of designs by Saki Hasegawa and music composed by Jun Ichikawa. [22] Series broadcast from 11 October to 27 December 2019 in MBS's ANIMEISM programme block. [4] After the final episode, it was announced that the series will receive a
sequel, with the staff and cast being reprising their roles. [23] The sequel will premiere on January 11, 2021 on Tokyo MX, MBS and BS-NTV. [24] [25] List of Episodes No. Title[26] Original broadcast date 1The Inheritor's DreamPrescribe: Yume o tsugu mono (Japanese: 夢を継ぐ啦)October 11, 2019 (2019-10-11) 2Dim
Sum MasterPrescribe: Tokkyū mentenshi (Japanese: 啦級⾯点師)October 18, 2019 (2019-10-18) 3Threst invitationPremp: Kimyōna shōtaijō (Japanese: 奇な啦状)October 25, 2019 (2019-10-25) 4Pot GrudgesPrescribe: Onnen no nabe (Japanese: 啦念啦鍋)November 1, 2019 (2019-11-01) 5Ambition cooking
underworldPrescribe: Ura ryōrikai no yab (Japanese: 裏料理界啦啦望)November 8, 2019 (2019-11-08) 6Simy knifePrescribe: Nana banme no hōchō (Japanese: 七番啦啦包丁)November 15, 2019 (2019-11-15) 7Tive successorsDescribe: Ninin no keishōsha (Japanese: ⼆啦継承啦)November 22, 2019 (2019-11-22) 8Eight
legendary dishesPrescribe : Densetsu no hachūkyū (Japanese: 伝説啦啦⼋厨具)November 29, 2019 (2019-11-29) 9Shanghai, City of DevilsPrescribe : Mato Shanhai (Japanese: 魔都 海)December 6, 2019 (2019-12-06) 10Fight Super Dim Sum! Transcript: Supa tenshin dai gekitotsu! (Japanese: 超点啦啦激突!)
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